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At Colour Me Social, we have been supporting UK SMEs with lead generative social

media - as a service - for the last six years. 

Having worked with hundreds of clients across B2B and B2C for a vast variety of sectors

and with businesses of all shapes and sizes, one thing we know is that effectively

managing social media is incredibly time-consuming.

That's why we have put together this curated list of just some of the cool tools

busy business owners and bustling marketing departments can use to make

managing social media a whole lot easier.

We hope you find it useful!
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SocialPilot

SocialPilot is great for scheduling social media posts and getting to know what content your

followers like, whilst helping you engage with them across all your platforms . It offers tailored

packages for small businesses, marketing agencies, and enterprises - so there are options out

there for every type of organisation.

Hootsuite

If we’re talking about scheduling, Hootsuite must be front and centre of the discussion.

Universally used, incredibly intuitive, and great at scheduling both individual posts and bulk

uploads, Hootsuite is unrivalled in popularity. If you aren’t already using it, the pricing plan starts at

$29 a month and allows 10 social profiles, automated unlimited scheduling and basic analytics.

It's a real time-saver! It has a 30 day free trial if you want to try it out. 

Zoho

An established player in the scheduling marketplace, Zoho is also the engine room of many

businesses’ social media. It offers over 40 tools that can help you manage your sales, marketing,

customer support, HR, finance, and operations. They offer these services in different kinds of

bundles to suit your needs. Zoho offers a free trial with the basic features.

Content Scheduling
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https://www.socialpilot.co/
https://hootsuite.com/
https://www.zoho.com/


Postfity

Saving time on social media is crucial for scheduling platforms and social managers, and Postfity helps to

simplify managing your social presence. Their pricing structure is reasonable, with the lowest option just $10 a

month. With higher priced packages you can access a wider range of analytics. Standout features include

seamlessly publishing to multiple accounts, post ideas, team collaboration on social media and watermarks on

images as standard.

Later

Later is the number 1 marketing platform for Instagram. Plan, schedule and publish Instagram posts, and take

advantage of their clever tools for increasing conversion rates. Later also offers analytics showing you exactly

when your followers are online. It’s free for individuals and cheap for businesses.; a must if you are using

Instagram to sell to customers.

Buffer

“The smarter way to share social media”, Buffer is another all in one tool that lots of social media managers use

to save themselves time and money. For as low as $15 a month you can get the pro package to schedule and

post content. They also offer analytics packages so you can track the performance of your posts. You can try it

free for 14 days, and save 20% when you choose annual billing.
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http://postfity.com/
https://later.com/
https://buffer.com/


Zapier

Imagine signing in on one account and having everything there - all of your social media accounts, all of

your customers and more. Zapier can significantly reduce the time you are spending managing your

social media presence and customers. From automated social media functions to increased control over

your customers' activity, everything can be done on Zappier.  It's an amazing tool for every marketer. With

a free and some premium plans on offer, you can take what suits you best!

Sprout Social

Sprout Social is a great social media tool that can help you in managing your online presence. It offers a

lot of tools, analytical reports, and social media marketing features. If you have multiple accounts to

handle, Sprout Social can definitely help.

Iconosquare

For performance tracking and scheduling multiple Instagram accounts, Iconosquare is the best option

on the market. It has analytics that offer a range of metrics to help you track the overall performance of

your Instagram accounts from the beginning. It will tell you how many followers you gained or lost, which

posts performed best and many other useful tools. 

MeetEdgar

Edgar is a useful tool for effortlessly scheduling and updating several social media accounts on different

social channels. It offers a concise overview of the performance of your content, and includes a library

where you can prepare and store your status updates. You can try it out for free or purchase reasonably

priced plans which allow you to manage up to 25 accounts.

Tweet Deck

Tweet Deck is one of the definative tools for easy management of your Twitter accounts. The informative

interface offers everything in one place; you don’t have to click to read your notifications or messages,

they are all there on beautifully readable decks, that are easily customizable.
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https://zapier.com/
http://sproutsocial.com/
https://pro.iconosquare.com/
https://meetedgar.com/
https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/


Optimizely

Optimizely is described as the easiest and most powerful solution for transforming

customers ’ experiences, and is the gold standard in A/B testing on your site. Making

changes to your site and seeing the impact these changes have can ensure that you are

increasing your conversion goal constantly, making the most of your web presence.

Highly recommended.

PureChat

Interacting with customers in real time whilst they are on your site is a great way to

increase conversions. PureChat allows you to answer questions, view analytics, and

guide people to where they need to be. They have a package starting at $39 a month, but

you can try it the pro version for free for 30 days. These guys are behind lots of the chat

systems used by large brands.

Sniply

Want to generate visits to your web page purely with curated content? Who doesn ’t?

Sniply helps you achieve this by attaching a call to action to every piece of curated

content you publish. Sniply generates the links, and you simply copy and paste the link to

insert a call to action button. Their basic package offers 5000 clicks for $29 a month.

Growth
Hacks
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https://www.optimizely.com/
https://www.purechat.com/
https://snip.ly/


Keyhole

If you are in need of an effective tool when it comes to

keywords performance on Twitter and Instagram then

Keyhole is definitely for you. It provides real – time

analytics and other useful metrics which can be used

for better optimization of the content you are trying to

push.  For instance, you will get suggestions about

related hashtags to help you drive discovery and

engagement.

Moz

If you are struggling with finding a suitable keyword to

really enhance your online performance then Moz is

the tool for you. It can help you with keyword analysis

offering various metrics such as difficulty, volume,

opportunity, and potential that can be easily exported

as an excel sheet. Moz also has free online courses

available if you want to improve your SEO skills. 

Mulpix

A powerful search engine for Instagram. It can search

based on various criteria, such as captions, mentions,

and tags. It absolutely free and a valuable tool for

optimizing your Instagram segmentation strategy. It

also lets you know what the trending Instagram

profiles and hashtags are.

Buzzsumo

Buzzsumo offers useful tools ithat allow you to identify

trending keywords or topics. In world where we are

overwhelmed with data and information, Buzzsumo

summarizes it all and gives simplified solutions offering the

highest – ranking content. It also allows you to look at who

has shared the content. It’s perfect for identifying and

connecting with your influencers.

SocialFlow

Quality engagement is the sign of success for every social

media campaign. If you want to establish a quality,

engaged audience (with a view to turn them into to

potential leads) then SocialFlow is for you. Social Flow

offers a unique business solution that tracks real – time

conversation on social media in order to give you an

overview of the best time to publish content. Just follow the

engagement spikes and you will increase the visibility of

your brand online significantly.  

Tubekarma

Video is one of the highest ranking engagement tools for

consumers and Tubekarma helps you put it to work,

supporting your e-commerce activities by organically

building your YouTube channel. Tubekarma helps you

attract relevant subscribers that are interested in your

content and product,  grow ing the clicks through to your

website, and building your YouTube following.
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http://keyhole.co/
https://moz.com/
https://mulpix.com/
http://buzzsumo.com/
http://www.socialflow.com/
https://www.tubekarma.com/


Crowdfire

Crowdfire connects to your social accounts, analyses and monitors them to work out how to

supercharge your growth. Relevant social growth and driving an increase in customers go hand

in hand, so this is a must try for those looking to engage more followers.

Add This

If you want to amplify your content, Add This is an effective way of adding share buttons to

actively engage your audience. The tool works with mobile and plugs into WordPress, which is a

bonus. It’s a great way to prompt readers into sharing your content on their social platforms, but

also has tools to suggest similar content or capture information.

Taboola

If you have engaging content on your site and want to direct more traffic to it, Taboola is a useful

tool for you. The service run advertisements such as the "Around the Web" and "Recommended

For You" boxes at the bottom of online news articles on huge media platforms. It works as great

exposure to your site, and will drive large volumes of traffic to your content. It's worth making sure

your content is the right fit, but it's a very powerful tool if used correctly.

Amplification

Slideshare

A form of social in its own right - SlideShare is

an excellent way to magnify and increase

your reach across an engaged audience.

Take any presentation or slideshow you have

done, or create one, and upload it to

SlideShare. It’s relatively untapped, so it’s a

brilliant way to build authority and generate

traffic. Users search for topics, then watch

your SlideShare on it. Highly recommended.
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https://www.crowdfireapp.com/
https://www.addthis.com/
https://www.taboola.com/
https://www.slideshare.net/


Traject Social 

Traject Social brand themselves as having “every feature a social media manager needs”.

Analytics, scheduling, monitoring, automation and much more. They have a free 30-day trial,

then plans start at $49 a month. We use it at Colour Me Social – and it certainly helps us keep

our social in shape. When it comes to reporting, numbers don’t lie, and Traject Social have all

your reporting needs covered.

GT Metrix

An interesting inclusion in the reporting section and not specifically for social media, but one

that we have found very useful and need to share. GT Matrix analyses your website and

highlights problems causing a slow load speed, giving you actionable changes. Site speed can

be a key factor in SEO, so we highly recommend making sure your site is optimised.

Unamo

SEO is a huge shadow cast long over social media managers and business owners alike, but

Unamo are changing the game. Unamo enable actionable data on keyword rankings, backlinks

and on your competitors to boost organic traffic and keep you at the top of your game. For what

they provide, the $19 a month plan is very reasonable.

Followerwonk

When compiling reports on social, Followerwonk is a great tool for comparison information with

competitors and general industry trends. Track social authority (the impact your posts have) and

identify Twitter users in your field that you should be engaging with. A free but powerful tool.

Reporting

and ROI
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https://bytraject.com/software/social/
https://bytraject.com/software/social/
https://gtmetrix.com/
https://unamo.com/
https://moz.com/followerwonk/
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Nuvi

Nuvi offers one of a kind social media data visualizations. It enhances customer experience

management by upgrading your brand experience with powerful analytics and management

tools. If you want to view your reports graphically and get a clear picture about what the effects of

your social media strategy are then try Nuvi. It can also help as a tool for communicating and

reporting to other members of your team who arn't clued up on social media.

Crazy Egg

This tool offers truly unique service: a complete analysis of how your visitors are behaving on your

web page, what they click and how long they are staying on certain content. Their colourful

analysis will highlight the spots on your page that are most prominent and noticed most by

visitors as well as the ones that are frequently overlooked. This gives you the opportunity to see

what actually works for your page and what doesn’t work, meaning you to remove or modify the

weaker elements on your website. 

https://www.nuvi.com/
https://www.crazyegg.com/


Content CurationContent Curation
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Mention

Mention is a breath of fresh air on the social media management market. It gives opportunities

for engagement that no other application does by monitoring dozens of channels in real time

and providing live updates about your brand. You'll also get access to analysis of your

competitors, alongside a multi-channel editorial calendar and valuable audience insights .

Definitely a must have tool for every social media manager.

Uprank

Uprank provides free website analysis based on a range of criteria, making it easy to manage

SEO and social media in the same place. You can use it for building your digital marketing

strategy based on the data that they compile for you. You can also dig deeper on the best

keywords for your business, and examine the performance of your website. It’s easy to use, and

they offer free and reasonably priced packages. 

Feedly

Whether it’s your favourite publications, blogs from industry leaders, YouTube channels or

keyword alerts, Feedly makes content work for you. It allows you to easily scan the web for topics

relevant to you, and discover new contributors. Best of all, Feedly makes it simple, by curating

your content in a manageable, sharable collection.

PostPlanner

Use keywords and topics to find the best performing content available and gather it all in one

place. PostPlanner takes the guesswork out of social media post performance and provides

ratings for each post. PostPlanner can help you to schedule posts, and is also a great place to find

content. The starter plan is only $3 per month, so it's one of the most afforable options out there.

https://mention.com/en/
http://www.uprank.io/
https://feedly.com/
https://www.postplanner.com/


Paper.li

Featured by titans of industry and highly recommended, Paper.li allows users to find and collect

content that is aligned with your target audience’s interests. It couldn’t be simpler to share

engaging content to your followers either through social or via email. It does have a free trial, but

the paid version is reasonable and unlocks some serious curation potential.

Quuu.co

Quuu is wonderful for content curation. The only issue is it that it only integrates with Buffer and

Hubspot, so if you are using these two tools for social media management then Quuu it will

definitely do the trick. Quuu offers the best daily content suggestions based on your selected

interests. The best part is that they review each and every piece of content and then make the

most relevant suggestions. Amazing!
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http://paper.li/
https://www.quuu.co/


Content  Creation
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Grammarly

Creating lots of content whilst trying to grow a business is time-consuming, but important.

However, nothing ruins good content like a bad mistake. Whatever you are writing, be it emails,

essays or tweets, pop it into Grammarly first and it’ll highlight any mistakes you have made.

Hemingway

Much like Grammarly, Hemingway helps those writing content improve their output. Throw

whatever you have written into Hemingway and it will highlight sentences that are too long,

words that can be removed and provide an overall reading score. Easier to read content gets

more hits.

Creative Commons

We know that posts with images get more shares. However, re-using images that are not your

own can be a minefield. Search for whatever you are looking for in Creative Commons, and any

result has been cleared for re-use. A great tool for finding photos to accompany posts.

Lumen5

Want to find a creative way to reuse your own

content? If so, Lumen5 is great for you. It’s as

simple as pasting the link to your blog or the script

you want to use, and Lumen5 will work its magic

by creating a video based on what it thinks is the

most relevant content from the writing. You can

then edit the slides, and add some of their

copyright free videos, photos, and background

music. This is a brilliant easy to use tool!

https://www.grammarly.com/
http://www.hemingwayapp.com/
https://search.creativecommons.org/
https://lumen5.com/


Canva

Canva is an amazing tool for quick , easy and effective graphic design. It offers templates to help

you build pamphlets, logos, posters, as well as icons and graphics for social. It has a wide range

of pictures and fonts, and you can even save your colour templates to keep that consistent look

between content. Its free program is pretty comprehensive, but it might be worth getting the

paid package if it becomes a tool you use frequently.

Wilde

Want your business to have that pretty, consistent instagram feed? Wilde offers beautiful presets

to help you customize your feed fast. All you need to do is buy a preset and put it into the

Lightroom app. On the app, you will be able to apply those presets.
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Lead Capture

Hello Bar

Used by many to capture information in a way that is less intrusive than a pop-up, Hello Bar is a

fan favourite for capturing leads. Simple to set up and integrated with many subscriber platforms

such as MailChimp, Hello Bar is one to check out if you want to capture data lowkey.

Instapage

Landing pages have become a very popular way of directing interested parties to specific

content that you have produced. Instapage will point visitors to a landing page allows you to

measure, test and record leads, and send them into your pipeline. Instapage are a market leader

in this field, and you can have as many as you like for $149 a month.

Wishpond

Wishpond is the hidden treasure when it comes to landing pages. It  offers infinate customization

without previous knowledge in coding, alongside support with online advertising, social

promotions, email marketing, lead management, and many other services to grow your

business.

https://www.canva.com/
https://www.wildepresets.com/
https://www.hellobar.com/
https://instapage.com/
https://www.wishpond.com/
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Leadpages

"Turn customers in to clicks". Leadpages helps small businesses connect with an audience,

collect leads, and close sales. Easily build websites, landing pages, pop-ups, alert bars, and

beyond.

Unbounce

"websites are great for information and exploration, but landing pages help you to effectively turn

traffic into revenue  with one focused goal instead of leaving them to wander a site full of

distractions. Unbounce is one of the leading solution to help you build your own high converting

landing pages.

Snap App

Snap App has many tools for landing page creation which are very simple to use. You can

integrate with other platforms and store and publish all of the content created at Snap App in a

second. You will also have full analysis about the rate of lead conversion and other valuable

metrics.

https://www.leadpages.com/
https://unbounce.com/
https://www.snapapp.com/
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Mailchimp

We’ve put Mailchimp in Lead Generation, but it could

go in lots of these categories. Its free version allows

2,000 subscribers and 7 marketing channels. If you

are a growing company, there is no easier way to

send customized mail to your prospects. If you want

more, the other packages are very reasonably priced.

It has reporting, templates and so much more. They

are a very easy and useful way to gain traction to your

content – if you haven’t already, join them.

Commission Crowd

This commission only platform connects independent sales agents with companies looking to

sell. It enables you to hire independent sales agents and pay them when they sell. Share all the

necessary documents, manage your pipeline, and watch your business grow as sales reps work

for you.

Lead  Generation

SoPro B2B Toolset

If you’re doing your own prospecting then take a

look at the SoPro B2B Toolset.  The toolset has lots

of prospecting tools including an email

awesomeness checker, market mapper and their

email address finder. Simply enter your prospect’s

name and their company domain and the SoPro

Toolset will  source, verify and provide the business

email address!

https://mailchimp.com/
https://www.commissioncrowd.com/
https://sopro.io/free-tools/
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